FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

JSSI and Constant Aviation Host Free ADS-B Webinar, June 29
Protect Aircraft Residual Values With Avionics Upgrade Plan Now

June 13, 2017 – Chicago, Illinois -- Jet Support Services, Inc. (JSSI), the leading independent provider of maintenance programs to the business aviation industry, and Constant Aviation, a full-service maintenance, repair, and overhaul business with a nationwide network have teamed up to present ADS-B: The Ins and Outs, a webinar scheduled for June 29, 2017, at 10–11 a.m. CDT.

The Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) avionics mandate is fast approaching and, without a plan to upgrade, aircraft owners could be risking the residual value of their aircraft. This webinar will be hosted by Don Ridge, manager, program development for JSSI, and Jerry Sanders, regional sales manager for Constant Aviation. The two will provide information regarding what components need to be changed, upgrade options, and just how much downtime is involved. Plus, participants will have an opportunity to ask questions or contact a JSSI or Constant Aviation representative to learn more.

“There are a substantial number of aircraft that have not been scheduled for these avionics upgrades and this could threaten not only the airworthiness of the aircraft but also have a major impact on its value if these operators don’t plan ahead now,” stated Ridge. “We know many owners and operators still have questions about the ADS-B requirement, therefore we decided to team up with Constant Aviation to co-host this webinar. Together, we will provide specific details about various options and the next steps that operators need to take to minimize residual value risks and ensure their aircraft is ready to fly on January 1, 2020,” added Ridge.
Aviation professionals interested in participating in the free ADS-B: Ins and Outs webinar can register via the following link: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/9146829918124102657. Details on how to join the webinar on June 29 will follow in a confirmation email.

Earlier this year, JSSI and Constant Aviation introduced a new ADS-B/FANS upgrade program to aircraft owners and operators. The collaboration ensures JSSI clients meet the compliance deadline for ADS-B and Future Air Navigation System (FANS)-1/A avionics upgrades. JSSI works closely with clients and Constant Aviation to schedule the appropriate upgrades and, to maximize efficiency, they can also schedule any upcoming maintenance inspections that may be due at the time. Once equipped, ADS-B technology provides pilots with real-time precision, shared situational awareness and many other advanced applications.

About Constant Aviation
Constant Aviation, LLC has locations at Cleveland Hopkins International Airport, Cuyahoga County Airport, Orlando Sanford International Airport, Phoenix-Mesa Gateway Airport, and Las Vegas International Airport. Constant specializes in airframe maintenance and engine maintenance, major repairs, avionics, interior refurbishment, paint, parts distribution, and accessory services. As one of the fastest growing MRO’s in the country, Constant Aviation understands the importance of aircraft availability, predictability and minimizing operational costs for their customers. Constant Aviation has raised the bar in aircraft maintenance expectations and provides customers with a one-stop shop option when it comes to maintenance events. For more information, please visit www.constantaviation.com or call 216.261.7119. Like us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter.
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About Jet Support Services, Inc.
For nearly 30 years, Jet Support Services, Inc. (JSSI), has been the leading independent provider of maintenance programs to the business aviation industry, covering virtually all makes and models of business aircraft, engines, and APUs. JSSI provides its customers with comprehensive, flexible and affordable financial programs and tools for managing the often unpredictable costs of operating and maintaining nearly all types of turbine-powered aircraft, including business and commercial jets, turboprops and helicopters. As the creator of the revolutionary Tip-to-Tail® Program, JSSI is the only
single source provider of this trademarked service. JSSI serves customers globally and manages maintenance services through its worldwide infrastructure of certified technical advisors.

Other JSSI Services:

- **JSSI Parts** gives clients the advantage of JSSI buying power and expertise as the single largest purchaser of parts and maintenance services in the business aviation industry.

- **Jet Engine Leasing** offers engine- and APU-leasing solutions. JSSI owns several rental assets for hard-to-locate platforms and can source rental assets for almost anything that flies.

- **AMP** is JSSI’s dedicated Asset Management Platform (AMP), available to business aviation lenders as a tool to assist in the mitigation of risk and the management of financed aircraft.

**Contact:**
Marj Rose, +1.214.862.8992 (email: mrose@market-lift.com) or Tom Morton, +1.312.644.8779 (email: tmorton@jetsupport.com).